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Chapter 1
Introduction
Since the Sputnik was launched in 1957 space technologies have quickly evolved, allowing heavier
and much more powerful satellite payloads. The application of new technologies has brought
tremendous improvements to satellite systems. For instance, solar panels are nowadays ubiquitous
and they are efficiently combined with large-capacity batteries, hence allowing more power available
for advanced instruments. Launchers are able to carry heavier masses, and other aspects of the
service modules have been significantly improved as well. All in all, it implies that the amount of
information generated by satellite payloads has grown exponentially over the last decades.
On the other hand, satellite systems always have tight restrictions due to their isolation and the
hard conditions of the space environment. Space technology is often several years behind the
state-of-the-art technologies available on-ground. Besides, each kilogram put into orbit costs large
amounts of money. Therefore, important efforts are put in order to minimize the energy and
processing requirements of a mission. Obviously, this poses a challenge to the engineers who must
look for a compromise: on-board instruments must be as powerful as possible while keeping their
requirements within the limits imposed by the spacecraft specifications.
In particular, data compression systems for satellite payloads have several tight restrictions. First,
the data block size should be kept rather small in order to avoid losing large amounts of data
if transmission errors occur. More precisely, data should be compressed in small independent
data blocks. This is at odds with the fact that most adaptive data compression systems perform
optimally only after a large amount of data is processed. Secondly, the processing power for
software implementations (or electrical power, in hardware implementations) is limited in space.
Therefore, the compression algorithm should be as simple and quick as possible. Finally, the
required compression ratios are increasing as new missions which handle huge amounts of data are
conceived and launched.
1.1 Data compression
Data compression techniques have existed for several decades, practically since the advent of
computer science — usually as a solution to the always insufficient storage capacity. There are
many different ways in which data compression methods can be classified. Due to the nature of
the work described here, it is interesting to mention one particular classification:
• Lossy methods, which transform the data in a way that implies an intentional data loss
(usually limited by the user).
• Lossless methods, in which the data integrity is maintained and can be completely recovered
through a reversible process.
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Both techniques are widely used, but each one has different applications. While lossy data
compression is usually applied in fields like imaging, video and sound, lossless compression methods
are preferably used when the full integrity of the data is mandatory, such as accurate scientific
measurements or in general-purpose compressors for computer files. It must be said that the
techniques and algorithms involved in these methods largely vary depending on the chosen option.
The Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) issued its 121.0 recommendation for
lossless data compression with the intention of offering a solution to data compression requirements
in space missions. The proposed solution is a very simple (thus quick) algorithm that operates in
blocks of just 8 or 16 samples. This recommendation has been used in several missions, including
hardware implementations, due to the reasonable compression ratios achieved with low processing
requirements. Despite its powerful features, this standard compression system is not exempt of
problems either. The critical problem arises at the coding stage, as the Rice algorithm is not
intended to compress noisy data. In fact, its efficiency abruptly decreases when noise is present in
the data. This is a major issue since most space-based measurements are contaminated with noise
and outliers. Therefore, the CCSDS 121.0 recommendation is not an optimum solution in most
of the cases. This weakness is solved by the Fully Adaptive Prediction Error Coder (FAPEC), a
highly optimized data compression algorithm that offers much better resiliency regarding outliers.
1.2 Image compression
Computer graphics are used in many areas in everyday life, either from conversions of many types
of complex information to images (such as image scanners or visualization tools), as illustrations of
a concept with drawing tools, or simply as pictures acquired digitally. However, a large number
of bits is typically required to represent a single digital image, and with the rapid advances in
sensor technology and digital electronics, this number grows larger with each new generation of
products. Fortunately, digital images generally contain a significant amount of redundancy. Image
compression, which is the “art” of efficient coding of picture data, aims at taking advantage of
this redundancy to reduce the number of bits required to represent an image. This can result in
significant savings in the memory needed for image storage or in the channel capacity required for
image transmission. In addition, images allow a substantial amount of data to be discarded (that
is, lost) before the result is sufficiently degraded to be noticed by the user. The reason is that a
picture may have more detail than the eye can distinguish, which allows the use of lossy image
compression techniques.
The CCSDS released its 122.0 recommendation to define a particular image data compression
algorithm for space. The algorithm is intended to be suitable for use onboard a spacecraft. In
particular, the algorithm complexity is designed to be sufficiently low to make high-speed hardware
implementation feasible. In addition, the algorithm allows a memory-efficient implementation
which does not require large intermediate frames for buffering.
1.3 Goals of this work
The main goal of this work is to study the performance of the entropy coder FAPEC when used for
image compression. More specifically, the goal is to test the feasibility of using the FAPEC coder
instead of the Rice coder within the Image Data Compression standard of the CCSDS (122.0).
This will be done by comparing the compression ratios that can be achieved using the standard
implementation or the combination of FAPEC and standard implementation. To do so, first we
will need to analyze in which point of the 122.0 standard implementation the FAPEC coder can
achieve the best performance, in order to obtain an optimal integration. Then, we will be able to
compare the performance of the following compressors: FAPEC, CCSDS 121.0 standard (Lossless
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Data Compression), CCSDS 122.0 standard, and the integrated implementation mentioned above.
The combination of the 122.0 standard with FAPEC should allow smaller compression times and
lighter processing requirements while, at least, keeping similar compression ratios to those of the
122.0 standard and improving the ones of FAPEC and the 121.0 standard.
This work is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the CCSDS 122.0 standard for image
compression. The FAPEC compressor is described in chapter 3. Chapter 4 describes the study of
the integration of the FAPEC coder in the CCSDS 122.0 standard. The core of this work, namely,
the application developed, is described in chapter 5 jointly with indications on how to use the
program, while chapter 6 shows the tests performed and the results obtained so far. Finally, in
chapter 7 we summarize our work, we elaborate our conclusions and we propose some forthcoming
work. The annexes give additional information on the CCSDS 122.0 standard and on the images
used for testing.

Chapter 2
CCSDS 122.0: Recommended
standard for image compression in
space
The Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) released its 122.0 recommendation
to define a particular payload image data compression algorithm. The algorithm is intended to be
suitable for use onboard a spacecraft. In particular, the algorithm complexity is designed to be
sufficiently low to make a high-speed hardware implementation feasible. In addition, the algorithm
allows a memory-efficient implementation which does not require large intermediate frames for
buffering. Consequently, the compressor is appropriate for frame-based image formats — with
both dimensions acquired simultaneously — produced, for example, by CCD arrays (called image
frames), as well as for strip-based input formats — one image line acquired at a time — produced
by push-broom type sensors.
As previously mentioned, there are two classes of data compression methods: lossless and lossy.
When lossless compression is used, the original data can be reproduced exactly, while when lossy
compression is adopted, quantization or other approximations used in the compression process
result in the inability to reproduce the original data set without some distortion. The perfect
fidelity required by lossless compression results in a lower compression ratio (i.e., higher output data
volume) for a given source image. The compression technique described in the CCSDS standard
can be used to produce both lossy and lossless compression. The compressor adopted in the CCSDS
122.0 standard relies on a Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). The recommendation supports two
choices of DWT: an integer and a floating point DWT. The integer DWT requires only integer
arithmetic, is capable of providing lossless compression, and has lower implementation complexity.
The floating point DWT provides improved compression effectiveness at low bit rates, but requires
floating point calculations and cannot provide lossless compression.
To limit the effects of data loss that may occur on the communications channel, the wavelet-
transformed image data are partitioned into segments, each loosely corresponding to a different
region of the image (see section 2.2 and figure 2.5). Each segment is compressed independently,
so that the effects of data loss or corruption are limited to the affected segment. Partitioning
the wavelet-transformed image data into segments also limits the memory required for some
implementations. The segment size can be adjusted to trade the degree of data protection for
compression effectiveness. Smaller segments provide increased protection against data loss, but
tend to reduce the overall compression ratio. Within each compressed image segment, data are
arranged in such a way that earlier portions of the compressed data segment tend to make a larger
contribution in overall reconstructed segment fidelity than later portions. This embedded data
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structure allows a user to meet a constraint on compressed segment data volume by truncating the
compressed bit-stream for a segment at the appropriate point. The trade-off between reconstructed
image quality and compressed data volume for each segment is controlled by specifying the
maximum number of bytes in each compressed segment along with a “quality” limit. This limit
constrains the amount of wavelet-transformed image information to be encoded for each segment.
When processing each segment, compressed data is produced until the byte limit or quality limit is
reached, whichever comes first. Lossless compression is achieved when the integer DWT is used
and the number of bytes required for losslessly encoding each segment does not exceed the segment
byte limit.
Figure 2.1: General schematic view of the CCSDS 122.0 coder.
The compressor consists of two functional parts, depicted in figure 2.1, namely, a Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT) module that performs decorrelation and a Bit-Plane Encoder (BPE) which
encodes the decorrelated data. Both functional parts will be described in sections 2.1 and 2.2.
2.1 The Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)
2.1.1 Overview
The CCSDS standard for the decorrelation module makes use of a three-level, two-dimensional
(2D), separable Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) with nine and seven taps for low- and high-pass
filters, respectively. Such a transform is produced by repeated application of a one-dimensional
(1D) DWT. There are two specific 1D wavelets specified in this standard: the 9/7 biorthogonal
DWT, referred to as “9/7 Float DWT” (or “Float DWT”), and a non-linear, integer approximation
to this transform, referred to as “9/7 Integer DWT” (or “Integer DWT”). While the Float DWT
generally exhibits superior compression efficiency in the lossy domain, only the Integer DWT
supports strictly lossless compression, and thus, we will focus mainly on the Integer wavelet. The
values output from the 3-level 2D DWT are converted to appropriate integer values before applying
the Bit Plane Encoder (BPE). Each integer is represented using a binary word consisting of a
single sign bit along with several magnitude bits. The maximum word size necessary to store each
such integer depends on the word length, R. In the case of the Integer DWT, before applying the
BPE, the computed wavelet domain values are multiplied by integer weights that are uniform in
each sub-band. A corresponding word length of R+ 4 bits is adequate to store such integers before
the weighting factors are applied. Following the weighting operation, longer words might be used
to store wavelet coefficients.
2.1.2 Image frame
For the purposes of the recommendation, an image refers to a two-dimensional rectangular array
of integer pixel values. The recommendation supports compression of two-dimensional images
with pixel dynamic range (bit depth) up to 16 bits per pixel and the pixels may be signed or
unsigned integer quantities. Within the image data compression algorithm, the calculation of the
DWT depends on the dimensions, i.e., row width and column height, of the image frame being
transformed. Even though there is no restriction on the maximum number of rows (image height)
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that constitute one image frame, the maximum image width (number of columns) is 220, while
the minimum number for both rows and columns is 17. The application of the DWT to an image
requires that the image dimensions be integer multiples of eight. If the width or height of the
original image is a not a multiple of eight, the image is “padded” by appending the minimum
number of additional rows and/or columns to produce an image with both width and height
divisible by eight following these conventions:
• Columns are appended at the right edge of the image and the pixel values of the appended
columns are copies of the value of the right-most image column.
• Rows are appended at the bottom edge of the image and the appended rows are identical
copies of the last row of the image.
2.1.3 One-dimensional single-level DWT
The integer DWT maps a signal vector consisting of 2N samples {x0, x1, x2, ..., x2N−1} to two
sets of wavelet coefficients, one high-pass set, Dj , and one low-pass set, Cj , in accordance with
Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2).
D0 = x1 −
[
9
16
· (x0 + x2)− 1
16
· (x2 + x4) + 1
2
]
Dj = x2j+1 −
[
9
16
· (x2j + x2j+2)− 1
16
· (x2j−2 + x2j+4) + 1
2
]
for j = 1, ..., N − 3
DN−2 = x2N−3 −
[
9
16
· (x2N−4 + x2N−2)− 1
16
· (x2N−6 + x2N−2) + 1
2
]
DN−1 = x2N−1 −
[
9
8
· x2N−2 − 1
8
· x2N−4 + 1
2
]
(2.1)
C0 = x0 −
[
−D0
2
+
1
2
]
Cj = x2j −
[
−Dj−1 +Dj
4
+
1
2
]
for j = 1, ..., N − 1
(2.2)
As can be seen in these equations, special boundary filters are required at either end of the signal
for j = 0, j = N − 2 and j = N − 1. Equations (2.1) and (2.2) define the integer transform that
will be used.
2.1.4 Two-dimensional single-level DWT
Image decorrelation is accomplished using a two-dimensional DWT, which is performed by iterated
application of the one-dimensional DWT. Viewing the image as a data matrix consisting of rows
and columns of signal vectors, a single-level 2D DWT is performed on the image following two
steps in this order:
1. The 1D DWT is performed on each image row, producing a horizontally low-pass and a
horizontally high-pass filtered intermediate data array, each half as wide as the original image
array, as illustrated in the middle panels of figure 2.2.
2. The 1D DWT is applied to each column of both intermediate data arrays to produce four
sub-bands as shown in the right panels of figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: 2D DWT (one level).
Each of the four sub-band data arrays obtained is half as wide and half as tall as the original image
array. Starting from the upper left and proceeding clockwise in the right panels of figure 2.2, the
four sub-bands are referred to as LL, HL, HH, and LH.
2.1.5 Multi-level two-dimensional DWT
Figure 2.3: Three-level 2D DWT decomposition of an image.
To increase compression effectiveness, correlation remaining in the LL sub-band after the 2D
DWT decomposition is exploited by applying further levels of DWT decomposition to produce a
multi-level 2D DWTs. At each level, the 2D DWT described in section 2.1.4 is applied to the LL
subband produced by the previous level of decomposition. The CCSDS standard specifies three
levels of decomposition which generates ten sub-bands as shown in figure 2.3.
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2.1.6 Architecture of the DWT
A program and data flow diagram of the transform (DWT) stage of the compressor is shown in
figure 2.4. Image data input is shown at left in the diagram. The DWT coefficient buffer at right
in the diagram stores wavelet coefficients computed by the DWT stage. The program flow in the
diagram produces DWT coefficients for a single segment. Once the coefficients corresponding to a
segment have been computed and placed in the buffer, the BPE stage can begin encoding that
segment. The BPE stage relies on all of the coefficients in a segment being available simultaneously.
Figure 2.4: Program and data flow of the DWT module.
2.1.7 Sub-band weights
The Bit-Plane Encoder (BPE) described in section 2.2 is used to encode the sub-bands produced
by the 2D DWT decomposition. However, firstly all sub-band coefficients are multiplied by their
respective weight factors. The standard weights for use in multiplying sub-band coefficients of the
integer DWT are given in table 2.1. Following the DWT, the wavelet coefficients are scaled using
the weighting factors. When scaling is performed, one or more of the least-significant bits in many
of the sub-bands are necessarily all zero. The BPE process — see next section — takes this into
account, i.e., bits that are all zero because of the scaling process are not encoded in the BPE. The
coefficient values refer to values after the scaling operation.
Sub-band HH1 HL1, LH1 HH2 HL2, LH2 HH3 HL3, LH3 LL3
Weight factor 20 21 21 22 22 23 23
Table 2.1: Standard sub-band weights for integer DWT.
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2.2 The Bit Plane Encoder (BPE)
2.2.1 Overview
The Bit Plane Encoder (BPE) processes wavelet coefficients in groups of 64 coefficients referred
to as blocks. An example of a block is illustrated in figure 2.5. In this figure the blocks are the
shaded pixels. A block loosely corresponds to a localized region in the original image. Information
belonging to a block of coefficients is jointly encoded by the BPE. A block consists of a single
coefficient from the LL3 sub-band, referred to as the DC coefficient, and 63 AC coefficients. The
AC coefficients in a block are arranged into three families, F0, F1 and F2. Figure 2.5 illustrates a
single block of coefficients and the family structure. Each family Fi in the block has one parent
coefficient, pi, a set Ci of four children coefficients, and a set Gi of sixteen grandchildren coefficients.
The grandchildren in family Fi are further partitioned into groups numbered j = 0, 1, 2, 3, denoted
Hij , as illustrated in figure 2.5. This structure is used for jointly encoding information belonging
to groups of coefficients in the block, as described in section 2.2.5.
Figure 2.5: Schematic view of the wavelet-transformed image.
A wavelet coefficient is identified by its coordinates within its sub-band. Coordinates (r, c) indicate
the wavelet coefficient in row r, column c within the sub-band, with the upper left pixel in a
sub-band having coordinates (0, 0). The DC coefficient for each block is a single coefficient from
the LL3 sub-band. The coordinates for the other coefficients in the block can be determined from
the coordinates of the DC coefficient. For a block with DC coefficient with coordinates (r, c) within
the LL3 sub-band, table 2.2 lists the coordinates for the AC coefficients, within their respective
sub-bands of origin. Table 2.3 gives the sub-band of origin for each type of coefficient, determined
by family and family member type. The relationship between all coefficients in a block is further
illustrated graphically in figure 2.5. Blocks are processed by the Bit Plane Encoder consecutively
in the raster scan in the order in which their corresponding DC coefficients occur in LL3: row by
row, each row being processed from left to right.
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Coefficient group in family i Coordinates
Parent, pi (r, c)
Children group, Ci
(2r, 2c), (2r, 2c+ 1),
(2r + 1, 2c), (2r + 1, 2c+ 1)
Grandchildren group, Hi0
(4r, 4c), (4r, 4c+ 1),
(4r + 1, 4c), (4r + 1, 4c+ 1)
Grandchildren group, Hi1
(4r, 4c+ 2), (4r, 4c+ 3),
(4r + 1, 4c+ 2), (4r + 1, 4c+ 3)
Grandchildren group, Hi2
(4r + 2, 4c), (4r + 2, 4c+ 1),
(4r + 3, 4c), (4r + 3, 4c+ 1)
Grandchildren group, Hi3
(4r + 2, 4c+ 2), (4r + 2, 4c+ 3),
(4r + 3, 4c+ 2), (4r + 3, 4c+ 3)
Table 2.2: Within-sub-band coordinates for coefficients in a single family.
Family 0 Family 1 Family 2
Parent HL3 LH3 HH3
Children HL2 LH2 HH2
Grandchildren HL1 LH1 HH1
Table 2.3: Sub-band of origin for AC Coefficients
A segment is defined as a group of S consecutive blocks. Coding of DWT coefficients proceeds
segment-by-segment and each segment is coded independently of the others. S can be assigned
to any value between 16 ≤ S ≤ 220, except for the last segment of an image, for which S can be
assigned to any value between 1 ≤ S ≤ 220. When multiple image frames are transmitted, the
coding of each new frame starts with a new segment, i.e., a single segment must not contain coded
data from two separate frames. Figure 2.6 illustrates the partitioning of the DWT coefficients
depicted in figure 2.5 into segments, each shaded with a different color, when the segment size is
S = 5 for all but the last segment, which has S = 1. Note that this figure is purely for illustrative
purposes since the minimum value of S is 16 for all but the last segment in an image. A segment
of blocks is further partitioned into gaggles. Each gaggle consists of 16 blocks, except for possibly
the last gaggle in a segment, which contains S mod 16 blocks when S is not a multiple of 16.
DC coefficients are represented using two’s-complement representation. Let cm denote the m
th DC
coefficient in a segment, i.e., the DC coefficient of the mth block in a segment. The number of bits
needed to represent cm in two’s-complement representation is given in Eq. (2.3):
{
1 + dlog2 |cm|e if cm < 0
1 + dlog2(1 + cm)e if cm ≥ 0
(2.3)
Within a segment, BitDepthDC is defined as the maximum of this value over all DC coefficients
(i.e., all values of m) in the segment. Each DC coefficient in the segment is represented using
BitDepthDC bits, in two’s-complement representation. An AC coefficient is represented using the
binary representation of the magnitude of the coefficient, along with a bit indicating the sign when
the coefficient is non-zero. BitDepthAC Blockm in Eq. (2.4) denotes the maximum number of bits
needed to specify the magnitude of any AC coefficient in the mth block.
BitDepthAC Blockm =
⌈
log2(1 + max
x
(|x|))
⌉
(2.4)
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Figure 2.6: Schematic illustration of the partitioning of DWT sub-bands into segments shown
with different colors.
where the maximization is over all AC coefficients x in the block. For each segment, the BPE com-
putes BitDepthAC, which denotes the maximum value of BitDepthAC Blockm for the segment:
BitDepthAC = max
m=0,...,S−1
BitDepthAC Blockm (2.5)
The BPE successively encodes bit planes of coefficient magnitudes in a segment, inserting AC
coefficient sign values at appropriate points in the encoded data stream. Bit plane b consists of the
bth bit of the two’s-complement integer representation of each DC coefficient, and the bth bit of
the binary integer representation of the magnitude of each AC coefficient. Here, bit plane index
b = 0 corresponds to the least significant bit. The BPE proceeds from most-significant bit to least
significant bit, thus b decreases from one bit plane to the next, beginning with b = BitDepthAC− 1,
and ending with b = 0. DWT coefficient resolution effectively improves by a factor of 2 as encoding
proceeds from one bit plane to the next. The bit plane coding process is described in section 2.2.5.
A program and data flow diagram of the BPE stage of the compressor is shown in figure 2.7. The
BPE takes DWT coefficient data from the DWT coefficient buffer, encodes coefficient data, and
places the encoded output in the compressed data stream. Coding of a segment is done in four
steps, each corresponding to a shaded box in the figure.
The top panel of figure 2.8 gives an overview of the structure of any single coded segment. Within
a segment, header information is encoded. Next, quantized DC coefficients from the blocks are
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Figure 2.7: Program and data flow of the BPE module.
encoded. Then, AC bit depths are encoded. Finally, DWT coefficient blocks are encoded, one bit
plane at a time, proceeding from the most significant to the least significant bit plane. The coding
of a single bit plane is performed in several stages, and the resulting order of code is illustrated
in the bottom panel of figure 2.8. As can be seen, parent coefficients are coded in stage 1 for
all blocks of the segment before encoding child coefficients in stage 2. The resulting encoded bit
stream constitutes an embedded data format that provides progressive transmission.
The remainder of this section describes each component of the coded segment. Sub-section 2.2.2
describes the segment header. Sub-section 2.2.3 describes the initial coding of DC coefficients. It
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Figure 2.8: Overview of the structure of a coded segment.
follows sub-section 2.2.4, the coded sequence of BitDepthAC Blockm values is described. Finally,
sub-section 2.2.5 describes the coding process for a bit plane of the segment.
2.2.2 Segment header
Each compressed segment begins with a segment header consisting of the following parts in the
following order: Part 1 (three or four bytes, mandatory), Part 2 (five bytes, optional), Part 3 (three
bytes, optional), Part 4 (eight bytes, optional). Optional header parts may be omitted when the
parameters described in a part can be determined without that part, e.g., when those parameters
are set to known fixed values for an entire mission. Figure 2.9 provides an overview of the header
structure.
Figure 2.9: Overview of the segment header structure when all parts are included.
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The mandatory first part of the header flags the first and last segments of an image, indicates
which optional header parts are included in the segment header, and encodes values of segment
information that typically change from segment-to-segment. The first header part is three bytes
long except for the last segment in an image, in which case the first header part is four bytes long.
This extra byte is used to encode the image height, modulo 8. The optional five-byte second part
of the header specifies limits on the number of compressed bytes in a segment and the limits on
the fidelity with which DWT coefficients are encoded. This part might be included at the start of
an image or application session, or at the beginning of each segment when these parameters are
adjusted from segment to segment, e.g., for variable output rate control. The optional three-byte
third part of the header specifies information that is typically fixed for each image or application
session (e.g., S, the number of blocks in the segment), but is allowed to change with each segment.
In a typical application, this part might be included at the beginning of each image, but not
included for each segment. The optional eight-byte fourth part of the header specifies parameters
that must be fixed for an entire image, such as the choice of DWT (float or integer), image width,
and the bit depth of pixels in the original image. Appendix A describes each part of the segment
header in detail.
2.2.3 Initial coding of DC coefficients
Following the segment header, the BPE encodes a quantized version of the DC coefficients in the
segment. This initial step of coding DC coefficient information is done separately from the coding
of AC coefficients so that a simple differential coding method can be used to exploit inter-block
correlation among DC coefficients. The amount of quantization performed in this coding step is
intended to allow a significant amount of correlation in the DC coefficients to be exploited in the
compression of these quantized coefficients, while ensuring that the BPE does not spend a large
number of bits coding the DC coefficients to very high resolution before encoding any AC coefficient
information. The quantization factor calculation is explained in appendix B. The encoding of
quantized DC coefficients is accomplished by applying a version of the Rice coding algorithm to
differences between successive quantized coefficients. Depending on the relationship between the
maximum AC and DC coefficient magnitudes, coding of additional bit planes of DC coefficients
following the differentially coded quantized values may be performed at this step. Bits providing
further DC coefficient resolution are included as part of the subsequent bit-plane coding process,
specifically as “stage 0” of the coded bit plane.
2.2.4 Specifying the AC bit depth in each block
Next, the BPE encodes the sequence of BitDepthAC Blockm values for the segment. The value of
BitDepthAC Blockm indicates the number of bits needed to represent the largest magnitude AC
coefficient in the mth block. The sequence of values is differentially encoded using the same Rice
coding method as for the quantized DC coefficients.
2.2.5 Bit Plane Coding of AC coefficients
The last step of the BPE stage is bit-plane coding of the AC coefficients. Each wavelet coefficient
is represented in binary using one sign bit and R − 1 bits to specify the magnitude. Here, R
represents the maximum number of bits that may be needed to represent a DWT coefficient, and
thus R is not a parameter that can be arbitrarily set by the user, but rather the value of R is
determined by the image pixel bit depth and the DWT employed. This is described in more detail
in section 2.1. The number of bits used to represent AC coefficients in a block is typically much
less than R, and this is the motivation for separately coding the sequence of BitDepthAC Blockm
values for the segment.
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A bit plane of a segment consists of all coefficient magnitude bits corresponding to the same bit
position in each R-bit coefficient word. The BPE successively encodes bit planes in a segment,
proceeding from the most-significant to the least-significant bit plane, inserting AC coefficient sign
bit values at appropriate points in the encoded data stream. The resulting encoded bit-stream
constitutes an embedded data format that provides progressive transmission within a segment.
DWT coefficient resolution effectively improves by a factor of two as encoding proceeds from one
bit plane to the next. Within a bit plane, AC coding is performed in stages numbered zero through
four. Figure 2.10 shows the structure of an encoded bit plane.
Figure 2.10: Coded bit plane structure for a segment.
An encoded bit plane of a segment is equivalent to a series of “updates” to the values of the
coefficients in the segment. The updates to AC coefficients that are not yet significant are described
by a series of binary words using a structure that is intended to exploit dependency between
coefficients in a block. These binary words are not all equally likely, and to exploit this fact
the words are encoded using one of a handful of variable-length binary codes. The specific code
is selected adaptively. The entropy coded data are arranged so that all parent coefficients in
the segment are updated first, followed by children, and then grandchildren coefficients, thereby
supporting the desired embedded data format (see figures 2.7, 2.8 and 2.10). Finally, the segment
includes uncompressed refinement bits for the AC coefficients in the segment for which more
significant magnitude bits are not all zero.
2.3 CCSDS 121.0: lossless data compression
The CCSDS 121.0 recommendation is devoted to the lossless compression of any kind of data,
not restricted to images. We briefly describe it here because it introduces some concepts used
in the 122.0 recommendation, such as Rice coding, and also because it is comparable to the
FAPEC compressor used in this study. This recommendation is based on a two-stage strategy:
a pre-processor (or pre-compressor) followed by a coder stage. The pre-processor subtracts the
predicted value from the current value. The resulting prediction error is then mapped to a positive
integer value. When a predictor is adequately chosen, the prediction errors tend to be small
and thus they can be coded with fewer bits. Typically, the prediction errors follow a probability
distribution approaching a Laplacian. This is the optimal case as the recommendation is designed
to work with such distribution. The unit-delay predictor is the most basic approach for this stage,
although more complex solutions exist — or can be designed for each case if necessary. Figure 2.11
shows this pre-processing structure.
The second stage is based on the Rice coder with an adaptive layer that selects the most suitable
value of the k coding parameter for each data block. For very low entropy levels, other coding
procedures such as the Zero Block (ZB), Second Extension (SE) or Fundamental Sequence (FS)
options are selected automatically, boosting the compression level beyond the capabilities of the
Rice compressor. Figure 2.12 shows the adaptive entropy coder structure with a pre-processor.
The adaptive stage chooses the best among a set of code options to represent an incoming block
of pre-processed data samples. Specifically, it determines the total length of the coded block
considering the available options (including Rice coding with k = 1 to k = 13) and then it selects
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Figure 2.11: Recommended CCSDS 121.0 pre-processing structure.
the option leading to the shortest total length. A unique identifier for each option is added to
every coded sequence. This indicates to the decoder which decoding option must be used.
Figure 2.12: Recommended CCSDS 121.0 adaptive coding stage.
However, it should be noted that Rice codes are optimal for data following discrete Laplacian
(or two-sided geometric) distributions, which are expected to occur after the CCSDS 121.0 pre-
processing stage — or, in general, after any adequate pre-processing stage. However, this assumes a
correct operation of the predictor, which cannot be taken for granted as noisy samples and outliers
can modify the expected distribution.

Chapter 3
FAPEC: Fully Adaptive
Prediction Error Coder
FAPEC stands for Fully Adaptive Prediction Error Coder, a new entropy coding algorithm for data
compression that provides an excellent coding efficiency even when large fractions of outliers are
present in the data. The typical application of FAPEC is as the coding stage of a data compression
system, after a first stage performing some kind of pre-processing on the data to be compressed,
leading to prediction errors — hereof the name of FAPEC. Such prediction errors, in the form
of signed integer values, are expected to be much smaller than the original data, and from that
FAPEC will generate short binary codes leading to an output smaller than the original data.
FAPEC has been originally designed for lossless data compression, although with an adequate pre-
processing stage it can also be used for near-lossless or lossy data compression systems. Figure 3.1
illustrates this otherwise typical approach used in data compression (as already seen in the previous
chapter), with a rather simple pre-processing stage based on a data predictor, a unit delay and a
differentiator.
Figure 3.1: Typical two-stage data compression system
3.1 Background
Existing data compression solutions either require large amounts of computational resources or are
unable to efficiently compress unexpected values that may be found in data streams. This applies
to general-purpose compressors that are based on dictionary coding (such as zip or rar), which
additionally require excessively long data blocks for an adequate operation. They are, therefore,
not suitable for use onboard satellites. Even in ground-based systems involving high throughputs,
these solutions are inefficient. Some alternative codes, including arithmetic, range, and adaptive
Huffman, offer optimal or close-to-optimal efficiencies but at the price of excessive computational
loads.
Currently, the solution generally adopted for space systems (the lossless data compression standard
by the CCSDS, presented at the end of the previous chapter) is based on two-stage data processing,
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where it is first pre-processed (often using a data predictor), followed by coding of the prediction
errors with a simple entropy coder. Although this is an appropriate solution, it is too sensitive to
outliers in the data stream (i.e., values outside the expected statistical distribution). The most
problematic situation is encountered when the compressor receives values that are much larger
than expected, which often leads to a significant decrease in the compression ratio. This occurs
frequently for space-based instruments because of the impact of energetic particles.
When entropy coding is used for data compression, an adequate compromise between high com-
pression ratios for frequent values and small expansion ratios for least-frequent data numbers must
be found. Obviously, the best overall ratios are pursued, but at an acceptable computing cost. The
compressor should additionally adapt to changing statistics, but in regards to spaceborne solutions,
this should be done using small and independent data blocks to minimize packet losses when
transmission errors occur. In general, common solutions perform fairly well, but some compromises
cannot be attained. In addition, an efficient entropy coder can be used as both a general-purpose
compressor (when combined with a generic pre-processing stage) and the coding stage of sophis-
ticated solutions that are currently available, such as image compression or hyperspectral data
compression.
3.2 What is FAPEC?
FAPEC acts as the second stage of such a two-stage data compression strategy. Specifically, the
goal was to design an optimal entropy coder, initially aimed at lossless data compression (although
it may eventually be used for lossy compression as well). First, the prediction error coder (PEC)
was designed based on a segmentation strategy that makes it adequate for data described by
unusual statistical distributions (contrary to Golomb-based coders). The efficiency of PEC never
drops below 40%, even when very large values are received, since it limits the maximum code length
to less than twice the original size, while the Rice compressor can sometimes lead to prohibitive
code lengths.
Later, a highly optimized adaptive layer was designed, resulting in the fully adaptive PEC (FAPEC).
This solution requires nearly the same computing resources as the 121.0 space standard, while
offering much better resiliency regarding outliers. In the worst case, FAPEC is 5% below the
standard, while in some cases it can double the compression ratios. FAPEC has also been prototyped
in a field-programmable gate array, offering throughputs of 32 Mb/s with less than 35 mW of
power consumption. In summary, FAPEC is a highly efficient coding stage for data compression,
available in software and hardware implementations. It is a reliable and demonstrated alternative
to existing coders that can be applied to complex, existing solutions such as in the context of image
or hyperspectroscopy compression. The FAPEC coder can be used onboard satellites but also in
ground systems such as for high-performance computing.
3.3 The FAPEC core: Prediction Error Coder (PEC)
PEC is an entropy coder composed of three coding options, namely, Low Entropy (LE), Double-
Smoothed (DS) and Large Coding (LC). All of them are segmented variable-length codes (VLC).
LC also makes use of unary prefix codes, while LE and DS rely on the “minus zero” feature of
signed prediction errors — that is, an unused code that can be used as an escape sequence without
requiring additional bits. As already mentioned, it is worth emphasizing that a pre-processing
stage is required when using PEC, and that separate sign bits are used to avoid a mapping stage.
In Figure 3.2 a schematic view of the PEC operation and its three coding strategies is shown.
The three coding options share the same principles: the range of the data to be coded is split into
four smaller ranges, or segments. The size of each segment is determined by its corresponding
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Figure 3.2: The three PEC coding strategies
coding parameter (h, i, j or k), which indicates the number of bits required to code the values
of that segment. This set of parameters is called coding table. Both the coding strategy and the
coding table must be adequately configured before applying PEC to a given dataset. Accordingly,
PEC can be considered a partially adaptive algorithm, where the adequate segment is selected for
each one of the values.
PEC assumes that the prediction errors are close to zero. When this is true, coding parameters
must be chosen in a way that the first segments are significantly smaller than the original symbol
size, while the last segments are slightly larger. This obviously leads to a compressed output,
while the ratio will be determined by the probability density function of the data combined with
the selected coding table. Another advantage is that PEC is flexible enough to process data
distributions with probability peaks far from zero. With an adequate choice of its freely adjustable
parameters, good compression ratios can still be reached when such distributions are processed.
As said, an adequate coding table and coding option must be selected for the operation of PEC. In
order to easily determine the best configuration for each case, an automated PEC calibrator was
developed, which just requires a representative histogram of the values to be coded. It exhaustively
analyzes such histogram and determines the optimum configuration of PEC. This is done by
testing each of the possible PEC configurations on the histogram of values and selecting the one
offering the highest compression ratio — that is, a trial-and-error process. Although this calibration
process is much quicker than it may seem (less than 1 second on a low-end computer for a 16-bit
histogram), it is too expensive in computational terms for being included in a coder onboard a
satellite. In such case, the calibrator must be run on-ground with simulated data before launch.
PEC is robust enough for offering good compression ratios despite of variations in the statistics of
the data. Nevertheless, the calibration process should be repeated periodically during the mission,
re-configuring PEC with the data being received in order to guarantee the best results.
The Doubled-Smoothed algorithm owes its name to a reduction (“smoothing”) of the length of the
code for large values through the application of the previously commented strategy. In particular,
for large values it generates the −0 code, and then it outputs a flag to indicate which of the two
last segments is used. For medium values it sets all the bits of the first segment to 1 to indicate
that the second segment is used. The use of these methods implies again the avoidance of the
mapping process. The segmentation, together with these escape values, significantly smooths the
code lengths generated by large values, while keeping short codes for small values. As shown in
figure 3.2, the first segment is simply the pre-compressed absolute value binary coded, and its
associated sign added. The second one consists on all the bits of the first segment set to 1 — i.e.,
the last value that can be coded within the range — concatenated with the sign and the remaining
value to be coded. Finally, the third and fourth segments begin with the −0 coded using the first
segment, followed by a flag (to distinguish between the third and the fourth segment), the sign and
the remaining value.
On the other hand, LC simply uses the unary coding as a prefix to indicate the appropriate
segment, and avoids the use of the sign when coding a 0 (easily avoiding the −0 redundancy). The
operation of the LC variant is similar to that of the DS one, but the escape sequences lie in the
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prefixes. These headers avoid the concatenation of segments that occur in the DS variant and,
hence, large values will lead to shorter codes than DS. The counterpart is a very small increase
in the code size for the smallest values. Therefore, this code is more efficient than the DS in the
case of pre-processed values with larger entropies. For this reason it is used in the data fields that
cannot be accurately predicted — presenting pre-processed values significantly spread.
The LC segments construction is simpler, as can be seen in figure 3.2. Firstly, the unary form
of the segment number is coded as a header. Secondly, we code the value in the corresponding
range followed by the sign — except in the case of zero, which does not requires the sign, as the
−0 escape value is not used in this variant. Note that the last segment prefix is not 1110 (unary
code for 4) but the shorter 111 instead, because it can not be confused with other segments. A
noticeable difference with respect to the DS variant is that, despite of using the same coding table,
each range can fit one more value than the DS variant. However, the most important point is that
the code sizes generated by the second, third and fourth segments are smaller than those of the
DS option. This can be interpreted as a prove of the better compression performance of LC with
respect to DS for the high entropy distributions. That is, the DS variant is better for data fields
with steep histograms, while the LC is better for spread histograms.
For low entropy data, most of the values are coded using the first segment. Furthermore, the size
of these segments is always very small (1 or 2 bits). Therefore, it is necessary a slightly different
strategy to code those segments. Figure 3.2 shows the construction scheme of the Low Entropy
(LE) variant of PEC and, as can be seen, there is a strong similarity between DS and LE. However,
the latter has been devised for coding very low values: the first segment is capable of coding one
more value for the same size than the corresponding one of the DS variant. The drawback of LE is
that the upper segments have larger lengths than those of the DS variant for the same coding table.
As previously indicated, PEC can be considered a partially adaptive algorithm. That is, the
adequate segment (and hence the code size) is selected for each one of the values. Another
advantage is that PEC limits the maximum code length to twice the symbol size in the worst of
the cases (depending to the coding table). Nevertheless, despite of these features, it is true that
PEC must be trained for each case in order to get the best compression ratios. Therefore, if the
statistics of the real data significantly differ from those of the training data, the compression ratio
will decrease. The fully adaptive implementation of PEC (FAPEC) solves this problem.
3.4 Details of FAPEC
Similarly to the CCSDS recommendation, where an adaptive stage selects the most appropriate
value of k for a given data block, FAPEC adds an adaptive layer to PEC in order to configure its
coding table and coding option according to the statistics of each data block. In this way, nearly-
optimal compression results can be achieved without the need of any preliminary configuration of
PEC, and without requiring any knowledge of the statistics of the data to be compressed. The block
length is configurable and not restricted to a power of two, with a typical (recommended) value of
100 to 500 samples. One of the main premises in the design of FAPEC was the quickest possible
operation, even if at the expense of a slight decrease in the optimality of the PEC configuration —
and hence a slight decrease in the compression ratio. The intrinsic robustness of PEC guarantees
that such decrease will be acceptable.
With this in mind, FAPEC accumulates the values to be coded and, at the same time, a histogram
of their moduli is calculated on-the-fly. This is a logarithmic-like histogram, in the sense that
higher sample values (which are less frequent) are grouped and mapped to fewer bins, and values
close to zero are mapped to independent bins. This reduces the memory required for the histogram
and, most important, the time required to analyze it. This logarithmic-like resolution in the
statistics is enough for our case. Once the required amount of values has been loaded, an algorithm
analyzes the histogram and determines the best coding option (LE, DS or LC) and coding table,
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based on the accumulated probability for each value and a set of probability thresholds. A default
threshold configuration has been fixed in the algorithm, determined heuristically using simulations
of two-sided geometric distribution with outliers, looking for the highest possible ratios. Despite of
this specific training set, this default configuration offers excellent ratios for almost any dataset
with a decreasing trend in its PDF as we move towards higher values, such as the above-mentioned
two-sided geometric, bigamma or Gaussian. Nevertheless, such thresholds could be modified if
necessary. In this way, FAPEC could be fine-tuned to better adapt to other statistical distributions
if really needed. Finally, once the coding option and the corresponding parameters have been
determined, they are output as a small header followed by all the PEC codes for the values of that
block. By explicitly indicating the PEC configuration it is possible to change the FAPEC decision
algorithms without requiring any modification in the receiver.

Chapter 4
Integration of the FAPEC coder
into CCSDS 122.0
The FAPEC data compressor and the image data compression standard have been presented and
described in the previous chapters. In this chapter we explain the steps taken to obtain a good
integration of both, using the FAPEC coder to encode coefficients from the 122.0 standard.
4.1 Introduction
In the present study we will analyze in which point of the 122.0 standard implementation the
FAPEC coder can achieve the best performance, in order to obtain an optimal integration. In
order to do this, we have programmed using the C Programming Language with a 64-bit Linux
distribution as it is one of the more efficient languages that leads to very good performances. The C
implementation of the standard made by Hongqiang Wang from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln
can be found in the university’s group webpage http://hyperspectral.unl.edu/download.htm.
We also used the FAPEC implementation developed in C by the IEEC group (Institut d’Estudis
Espacials de Catalunya).
4.2 Image compression corpus
It is not obvious whatsoever how to compare the different coders when realistic data is going to
be compressed. Often, the results largely depend on the selected file or the type of data. Thus,
assessing which coder performs best is a hard task — and sometimes a unique “best” solution does
not exist. The results of this coder comparison, if not dealt in a standardized way, can be deceptive.
Consequently, the different data compression communities — image, sound, text,. . . — have usually
tackled this problem through the definition of a so-called compression corpus. A corpus is simply a
set of files which can be used as a reference compression benchmark. These files are considered
to globally represent, within a reasonable degree of accuracy, the typical characteristics of data
involving a specific topic. Hence a corpus solves the problem through the establishment of a
reference frame to be used by the different compression algorithms. Nonetheless, it is important
to do not forget that all these corpus are just a compromise, and that they cannot guarantee
a universal result. This is why first of all we need to define a corpus of images covering most
of the situations that our image compression algorithms will find in order to allow us to offer
representative evaluations. Therefore, the selected corpus is composed of a variety of space-related
monochrome images stored in raw (uncompressed) format with up to 16 bits/pixel, which is a
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limitation imposed by the 122.0 standard (some images where converted to 16 bits/pixel to fit
the limitation). Appendix D contains a detailed explanation of the images used. As an example,
Fig. 4.1 shows the corpus image galaxia and Fig. 4.2 shows the DWT transformation of the same
image. In this last figure it can be seen the structure of transformation levels.
Figure 4.1: galaxia image.
Figure 4.2: Transformed galaxia image.
4.3 Integration tests
There are several stages where the FAPEC coder can be integrated in the 122.0 standard. As
it has been shown in Chapter 2, after the DWT, the transformed coefficients — the coefficients
that will be encoded — are scaled, represented using two’s-complement representation or natural
binary, quantized, mapped (differentiated). . . Each case will be studied by analyzing its entropies,
histograms and compression ratios and to do so, all the coefficients will be saved to an auxiliary
file in order to be able to encode them using FAPEC. In particular, we will be testing three cases:
DC and AC quantized coefficients (see Sect. 2.2), DC and AC scaled coefficients, and DC and
AC transformed coefficients without scaling. It is worth emphasizing that a method to calculate
comparable ratios for both the original coding (based on Rice) and FAPEC is needed, since the
coefficients to be encoded are larger (in bits) than the original pixels. Thus, the original size taken
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into account when calculating the ratios must be the total size of the coefficients instead of the
original size of the image in question.
4.3.1 DC and AC quantized coefficients
The first test is to apply the FAPEC encoder at the last stage of the 122.0 standard just before
applying the Rice coder. This is the same to say that FAPEC encodes the coefficients that would
be encoded by Rice. In this case, the DC quantized coefficients (as explained in Sect. 2.2.3 and
appendix B), AC Bit Depths for each block (Sect. 2.2.4) and AC modified binary words (as explained
in Sect. 2.2.5 and appendix C) will be coded using both encoders in order to compare results.
Table 4.1 shows the entropy levels for the above mentioned coefficients and its corresponding image.
Image Entropy Levels
Image DC q DC d ACDepth ACDepth d AC
campo estelar little 9.185 5.292 5.058 1.555 2.019 2.711
com0001 9.174 7.393 4.328 1.325 1.781 2.824
disco acrecion 6.406 1.181 1.369 1.878 2.046 2.871
for0001 5.460 4.309 3.137 2.794 2.744 2.829
for0002 4.539 4.113 3.395 2.485 2.724 2.802
fuente ruidosa 9.875 6.454 5.271 1.467 1.732 2.734
gal0001 5.489 4.264 3.086 1.412 1.847 2.863
gal0002 6.994 3.861 3.080 2.242 2.549 2.824
gal0003 3.940 5.969 4.201 1.278 1.746 2.811
gal0004 3.863 5.433 4.196 1.131 1.597 2.812
galaxia 10.257 6.542 5.870 1.897 2.079 2.711
nebuloso estelar 8.139 7.519 5.896 1.886 2.257 2.722
ngc0001 8.395 5.364 6.196 2.986 3.135 2.449
ngc0002 5.801 4.126 4.159 3.181 3.203 2.599
OMAHA 6.942 4.576 4.648 1.979 2.179 2.766
SENA 6.834 4.756 3.400 2.555 2.272 3.232
SENSIN 7.318 4.306 3.825 2.507 2.523 3.157
sgp0001 4.591 3.022 2.988 2.186 2.477 2.832
sgp0002 4.071 2.714 2.329 2.166 2.489 2.866
simu7135 tr1 SM1 6 2.905 0.152 0.266 1.608 2.064 3.109
SINAN 7.344 4.349 3.724 2.456 2.512 3.192
suelo 1 6.234 4.634 4.356 1.327 1.813 2.966
suelo 2 7.299 5.212 3.630 2.569 2.109 3.187
tuc0003 5.799 3.034 3.704 3.161 3.154 2.723
tuc0004 5.421 4.079 3.557 3.172 3.169 2.775
Table 4.1: Entropy levels table. Each column presents: image entropy, quantized DC coefficients
and their differentiation entropies (DC q and DC d), AC Bit Depths and their differentiation
entropies (ACDepth and ACDepth d) and AC coefficients entropy (AC).
As can be seen, the entropy of the DC coefficients is generally larger than that of the AC coefficients.
This can be easily explained studying the range of values of both groups of coefficients, which can
be seen in Fig. 4.3. This figure shows the histograms of the coefficients of the image gal0004 from
the compression corpus. The range of values of the DC coefficients is considerably larger than the
that of the AC ones, and thus, the variation of values is also larger. This explains the entropy
results. It is worth mentioning that the differentiated AC coefficients have a larger entropy, in
general, than the respective AC coefficients, which would lead to lower compression ratios. This
issue will be addressed in the following section of this work.
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Figure 4.3: Histogram of the DC (left) and AC coefficients (right) for the gal0004 image.
Finally, table 4.2 shows the compression ratios achieved separately for DC and AC coefficients. For
the purpose of this test the AC bit depths have been jointly encoded with the AC coefficients due
to similarity and coherence.
Image DC AC and ACDepth
CR Rice CR FAPEC CR Rice CR FAPEC
campo estelar little 2.853 3.002 5.518 4.429
com0001 3.541 3.556 5.250 4.285
disco acrecion 4.382 5.929 5.009 4.070
for0001 4.450 4.696 5.120 4.166
for0002 4.129 4.337 5.137 4.144
fuente ruidosa 2.899 2.937 5.387 4.229
gal0001 4.484 4.782 5.137 4.225
gal0002 4.200 4.433 5.161 4.249
gal0003 3.636 3.732 5.331 4.341
gal0004 3.696 3.832 5.335 4.344
galaxia 2.539 2.592 5.521 4.421
nebuloso estelar 2.509 2.531 5.369 4.297
ngc0001 2.320 2.337 5.856 4.515
ngc0002 3.125 3.435 5.484 4.319
OMAHA 3.126 3.154 5.169 4.145
SENA 4.088 4.371 4.380 3.901
SENSIN 3.729 3.942 4.521 3.710
sgp0001 4.649 4.578 5.109 4.167
sgp0002 5.541 5.000 5.016 4.127
simu7135 tr1 SM1 6 10.986 21.098 4.536 3.831
SINAN 3.879 4.012 4.453 3.686
suelo 1 3.431 3.512 4.813 3.989
suelo 2 4.310 4.106 4.439 3.769
tuc0003 3.638 3.148 5.257 4.228
tuc0004 3.708 3.921 5.156 4.170
Table 4.2: Compression ratios for the DC, AC and ACDepth coefficients.
The first remarkable result that can be seen in table 4.2 is that the DC compression ratios are
higher using FAPEC instead of Rice. On the other hand, the AC and ACDepth compression ratios
are lower with FAPEC. It is important to notice that for each DC coefficient there are 63 AC
coefficients and 1 ACDepth coefficient and therefore, even though the DC coefficients contain the
most important information, the AC coefficients will be the major contribution in the compressed
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file size. Thus, the compression ratios achieved using FAPEC will be lower than the ones obtained
with Rice, hence the need to keep looking for a better integration method.
4.3.2 DC and AC scaled coefficients
After the results of the previous analysis, the second test to be done is to analyze the FAPEC
coder performance using the transformed coefficients after the DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform)
stage avoiding all the modifications introduced to the coefficients by the Bit Plane Encoder (BPE)
stage. In addition, most of the header needed by the CCSDS 122.0 standard will not be needed for
the use with FAPEC since it describes BPE options and properties — see Appendix A. Table 4.3
shows the entropy levels for the DC and AC coefficients at test. The image entropy will remain the
same as before (the images have not changed) and, consequently, it has not been included.
Image Entropy
DC AC DCdif ACdif
campo estelar little 9.801 12.582 9.971 13.166
com0001 10.804 10.045 8.696 10.635
disco acrecion 5.831 6.824 5.388 7.473
for0001 7.600 6.920 7.846 7.616
for0002 8.085 7.045 8.663 7.818
fuente ruidosa 10.480 11.001 10.069 11.772
gal0001 6.735 8.479 7.234 9.073
gal0002 7.411 8.155 7.878 8.792
gal0003 9.662 11.203 9.479 11.800
gal0004 9.237 11.277 9.440 11.871
galaxia 10.231 12.638 10.184 13.246
nebuloso estelar 10.279 9.951 9.937 10.632
ngc0001 10.639 10.875 10.935 11.875
ngc0002 8.869 7.966 9.591 8.973
OMAHA 7.443 7.174 7.481 7.941
SENA 6.728 4.104 5.561 4.864
SENSIN 7.172 4.353 6.649 5.163
sgp0001 6.681 7.441 7.385 8.123
sgp0002 5.939 6.801 6.683 7.473
simu7135 tr1 SM1 6 2.968 4.777 3.718 5.418
SINAN 7.209 4.116 6.536 4.925
suelo 1 6.579 5.819 6.368 6.475
suelo 2 7.274 4.541 5.709 5.176
tuc0003 8.384 7.228 8.994 8.030
tuc0004 7.994 6.783 8.686 7.572
Table 4.3: Entropy levels for DC and AC coefficients and their differential expression.
In this case the entropy of the DC coefficients is lower than that of the AC coefficients in both
cases. Differentiating the coefficients results in larger entropies. Again, this can be easily explained
by taking a look to Fig. 4.4 that illustrates the histograms of coefficients of the gal0004 image.
The maximum value of the histogram of AC values is larger than that of the DC values, and so is
the contribution to the entropy calculation. This explains the results.
Finally, to compare the achieved compression ratios we decided to follow two strategies for placing
in a correct order the AC coefficients:
• Crown structure: first the parent coefficients, next the children coefficients and last the
grandchildren coefficients (see Fig.2.5).
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Figure 4.4: Histogram of the DC (left) and AC coefficients (right) of the gal0004 image.
• Radial structure: first the family F0, next the family F1 and last the family F2 (see Fig. 2.5).
In addition, two representations of coefficients will be tested for each strategy: the first representation
is formed by the absolute value (to be encoded) of the coefficients and the sign bit apart whereas
the second representation consists in the 1-bit left-shifted absolute value of the coefficient with
the sign bit added to the least significant bit. Table 4.4 shows the compression ratios for the two
strategies.
Image Compression ratio
122.0 F abs (C) F sign (C) F abs (R) F sign (R)
campo estelar little 1.258 1.082 1.079 1.079 1.077
com0001 1.599 1.351 1.349 1.349 1.348
disco acrecion 2.301 1.727 1.733 1.719 1.727
for0001 2.401 1.801 1.797 1.775 1.779
for0002 2.351 1.725 1.726 1.700 1.701
fuente ruidosa 1.536 1.261 1.262 1.262 1.262
gal0001 1.919 1.589 1.585 1.585 1.581
gal0002 2.003 1.602 1.602 1.592 1.592
gal0003 1.455 1.248 1.251 1.247 1.250
gal0004 1.444 1.243 1.247 1.242 1.245
galaxia 1.254 1.074 1.073 1.071 1.069
nebuloso estelar 1.637 1.323 1.324 1.310 1.310
ngc0001 1.471 1.155 1.155 1.141 1.142
ngc0002 2.083 1.522 1.524 1.496 1.498
OMAHA 1.195 0.891 0.893 0.884 0.886
SENA 2.240 1.359 1.311 1.372 1.314
SENSIN 2.083 1.283 1.227 1.285 1.223
sgp0001 2.169 1.678 1.681 1.665 1.668
sgp0002 2.383 1.807 1.807 1.793 1.794
simu7135 tr1 SM1 6 3.455 2.515 2.446 2.504 2.436
SINAN 2.197 1.335 1.275 1.332 1.264
suelo 1 1.469 1.038 1.056 1.024 1.043
suelo 2 2.012 1.347 1.322 1.334 1.309
tuc0003 2.309 1.695 1.696 1.831 1.663
tuc0004 2.463 1.780 1.789 1.934 1.754
Table 4.4: Compression ratios of 122.0 and FAPEC using the transformed coefficients of an image
for the crown (C) and radial (R) structures.
This compression ratios are global ratios, i.e., the original file size divided by the sum of encoded
DC and AC coefficients and headers. As can be seen, both strategies and both representations give
very similar compression ratios and thus, there is not an obvious choice of strategy or representation.
Despite this, the compression ratios achieved with Rice are still clearly superior to the ones of
FAPEC and hence we still need to keep looking for a better integration method.
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4.3.3 DC and AC non-scaled coefficients
The third and definitive test is based on the same coefficients as before but avoiding the scaling
process at the end of the DWT stage. By avoiding this process — which is actually designed for the
BPE — we intend to lower the actual values of the coefficients and thus improve the compression
ratios, since lesser bits will be needed to encode each coefficient. As in the previous section, most
of the header needed by the CCSDS 122.0 standard will not be needed for the use with FAPEC.
Table 4.5 shows the entropy levels for the DC and AC coefficients at test.
Image Entropy
DC AC DCdif ACdif
campo estelar little 9.801 12.048 9.971 12.552
com0001 10.804 9.615 8.696 10.097
disco acrecion 5.831 6.324 5.388 6.858
for0001 7.600 6.375 7.846 6.922
for0002 8.085 6.443 8.663 7.031
fuente ruidosa 10.480 10.405 10.069 11.005
gal0001 6.735 8.061 7.234 8.534
gal0002 7.411 7.634 7.878 8.148
gal0003 9.662 10.739 9.479 11.221
gal0004 9.237 10.822 9.440 11.301
galaxia 10.231 12.100 10.184 12.619
nebuloso estelar 10.279 9.372 9.937 9.924
ngc0001 10.639 10.415 10.935 11.329
ngc0002 8.869 7.445 9.591 8.339
OMAHA 7.443 6.589 7.481 7.207
SENA 6.728 3.528 5.561 4.082
SENSIN 7.172 3.765 6.649 4.344
sgp0001 6.681 6.879 7.385 7.421
sgp0002 5.939 6.231 6.683 6.772
simu7135 tr1 SM1 6 2.968 4.320 3.718 4.842
SINAN 7.209 3.528 6.536 4.105
suelo 1 6.579 5.178 6.368 5.667
suelo 2 7.274 4.031 5.709 4.531
tuc0003 8.384 6.683 8.994 7.358
tuc0004 7.994 6.233 8.686 6.891
Table 4.5: Entropy levels for DC and AC coefficients and their representation in differences.
As can be seen, in this case, although the entropy of the DC coefficients remains the same — all
the DC coefficients had been equally scaled (see Sect. 2.1.7) — that of AC coefficients has been
reduced. This should result in an increase of the compression ratios. As it will be shown below,
FAPEC takes advantage of this and indeed performs best. As an example, Fig. 4.5 illustrates the
histograms of the coefficients of the image gal0004, which can be used to explain the entropy
results. The variance of the probability distribution function of the histogram of AC values is larger
than that of the DC histogram and therefore, the largest contribution to the entropy calculation
will be also that of the AC coefficients. In this figure it can also be seen that the range of values of
the coefficients has been reduced by avoiding the scaling process.
Finally, to compare the achieved compression ratios we used the same strategies and representations
as in the previous section, that is, the crown and radial structures and the absolute value with or
without LSB sign representation. Table 4.6 shows the mentioned compression ratios.
The first remarkable result that can be seen is that the compression ratios achieved using FAPEC
have improved, getting much closer to the performance obtained using the Rice algorithm. Although
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Figure 4.5: Histogram of the DC (left) and AC coefficients (right) of the gal0004 image.
Image Compression ratio
CCSDS F abs (C) F sign (C) F abs (R) F sign (R)
campo estelar little 1.258 1.174 1.177 1.175 1.177
com0001 1.599 1.468 1.472 1.470 1.474
disco acrecion 2.301 2.001 2.004 1.998 1.999
for0001 2.401 2.077 2.092 2.073 2.085
for0002 2.351 2.017 2.039 2.001 2.020
fuente ruidosa 1.536 1.405 1.405 1.407 1.407
gal0001 1.919 1.747 1.754 1.749 1.756
gal0002 2.003 1.800 1.805 1.799 1.803
gal0003 1.455 1.359 1.354 1.359 1.355
gal0004 1.444 1.351 1.347 1.353 1.348
galaxia 1.254 1.173 1.175 1.172 1.175
nebuloso estelar 1.637 1.484 1.484 1.480 1.480
ngc0001 1.471 1.269 1.269 1.261 1.261
ngc0002 2.083 1.726 1.736 1.707 1.717
OMAHA 1.195 1.034 1.034 1.034 1.035
SENA 2.240 1.751 1.678 1.771 1.693
SENSIN 2.083 1.638 1.588 1.639 1.591
sgp0001 2.169 1.934 1.928 1.931 1.924
sgp0002 2.383 2.076 2.099 2.074 2.096
simu7135 tr1 SM1 6 3.455 2.963 2.935 2.969 2.941
SINAN 2.197 1.717 1.657 1.719 1.660
suelo 1 1.469 1.276 1.256 1.275 1.255
suelo 2 2.012 1.647 1.609 1.648 1.611
tuc0003 2.309 1.953 1.967 1.928 1.942
tuc0004 2.463 2.075 2.085 2.049 2.061
Table 4.6: Compression ratios using the transformed coefficients without scaling of an image for
the crown (C) and radial (R) structures.
both strategies and both representations give very similar compression ratios, in general terms, the
crown structure using the absolute value with LSB sign representation allows FAPEC to obtain
slightly better results. For this reason, from now on we will use this strategy and integration point.
It is worth emphasizing that all the tests presented in section 4.3 are preliminary and used to
decide which is the best integration point to insert the FAPEC coder. In the next chapter we will
add a no pre-processing option in FAPEC in order to exploit the fact that the non-differentiated
AC coefficients have lower entropy, in general, than the respective differentiated AC coefficients,
which should lead to higher compression ratios using FAPEC.
Chapter 5
DWTFAPEC: implementation of
the mixed compressor
Up to now we have explained which is the best integration method of FAPEC and the CCSDS
122.0 standard. It is necessary now to code the mixed compressor that will allow us to use either
FAPEC or Rice in order to compress images. In this chapter we present an implementation of the
new FAPEC image compressor and its options.
5.1 Introduction
As previously stated, in this chapter we will implement the FAPEC image compressor following
the crown structure of AC coefficients using the absolute value with LSB sign representation of
coefficients presented in the previous chapter — see Sect. 4.3.2. In addition, the FAPEC developers
have introduced an option to the code that will avoid the pre-processing stage since the entropy
results of Sect. 4.3 suggested better performances without this stage — the entropy of differentiated
coefficients is larger than that of the coefficients themselves.
5.2 FITS compatibility
The first setback we find in order to implement our image compressor is that the standard
implementation only accepts raw images whereas we want to work with FITS images (Flexible
Image Transport System). This file format suits to our purposes because the information is stored
in raw (uncompressed) binary format but, at the same time, the data can be easily accessed and
visualized. Moreover, it is a widespread format, since it was specifically devised for the scientific
community.
First, we tried to convert all the FITS images to raw using the ImageMagick software, a suite to
create, edit, compose or convert bitmap images. This conversion presented an unexpected issue
since the data structure present in the original format was lost in the conversion process. As can
be see in Fig. 5.1, on the one hand we have the FITS pixel structure formed by a zero value in the
most significant byte and a pixel value in the least significant byte, while on the other hand we have
the raw output format which does not have such a clearly defined structure. It is rather obvious
that any compressor should largely increase its performance when receiving a pixel structure such
as the one mentioned in the original FITS file and therefore, we need to be able to read and write
using the FITS format. This is the reason why we decided to incorporate the CFITSIO library to
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the code instead of converting FITS images to raw. CFITSIO is a library of C high-level subroutines
for reading and writing files in FITS data format developed by the NASA’s HEASARC group
(High Energy Astrophysics Science Archive Research Center). This library, that can be found
at http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/software/fitsio/fitsio.html, provides us with a
series of routines that will allow us to create our own reading a writing functions (FitsRead and
FitsWrite respectively) to be used instead of the ones of the standard code when the input or
output files are in FITS format, as can be seen in Fig. 5.2.
Figure 5.1: Left: hexadecimal sample of for0002.fits. Right: same hexadecimal sample of
for0002.raw.
Figure 5.2: Left: method selection of image reading. Right: method selection of image writing.
In particular, these are the necessary CFITSIO subroutines:
• fits open file: open an existing data file.
• fits create file: create and open a new empty output FITS file.
• fits create img: create a new primary array or image extension with a specified data type
and size.
• fits get img param: get the number of dimensions and the size of each dimension in the
image.
• fits read img: read elements from the FITS data array.
• fits write img: write elements into the FITS data array.
• fits close file: close a previously opened FITS file.
It is worth emphasizing that the routine fits create img creates a “standard” FITS header which
is the same original standard header of our FITS images. Nevertheless, if FITS images without
“standard” header were used, the recovered images would differ from the originals due to the header,
although the content of the images would remain the same under lossless compression. Finally,
Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 present a simplification of the implemented routines that allow us to maintain the
structure of zeros of the FITS format by reading and writing the content of FITS images directly.
In both functions, the variable image[r][i] holds the values of the pixels. When FitsRead is
used, these values will be the ones that are transformed with the DWT and encoded while when
FitsWrite is used, the values are the ones that have been decoded and inverse transformed.
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Figure 5.3: Implementation of FitsRead.
Figure 5.4: Implementation of FitsWrite.
5.3 Encoding
Once we have read the input image, either using the standard reading function for raw format or
our reading function for FITS format, we need to transform the pixels and encode them. First of
all, it is necessary to save the header, that will allow the decoding process, to the output file. The
required header is a 7 bytes fixed size header formed by the following elements:
• ImageRows: vertical resolution of the input image (20 bits).
• ImageWidth: horizontal resolution of the input image (20 bits).
• PadRows: necessary padding rows (3 bits).
• PadCols: necessary padding columns (3 bits).
• PixelBitDepth: bits/pixel of the input image (4 bits).
• PixelByteOrder: little or big endian (1 bit).
• DWTType: integer or float DWT (1 bit).
It is important to notice that four filler bits are required in order to complete the last byte of
header since FAPEC expects an integer number of bytes of header offset. Fig. 5.5 illustrates the
implementation of the procedure to save the header to the output file.
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Figure 5.5: Implementation of the header encoding.
The next step of the encoding process consists in applying the DWT as defined in Sect. 2.1. After
the DWT is applied, the transformed coefficients are rearranged to form blocks as described in
Sect. 2.2.1 which are stored one after the other in the array BlockString. This array is used to
build the crown structure needed to encode the coefficients with FAPEC as shown in Fig. 5.6.
Figure 5.6: Implementation of the crown structure.
Now, depending on the pre-processing stage selected, there are two possible coefficient representa-
tions to save to the input buffer containing all the information to encode. When the pre-processing
stage is used, the coefficients are represented using their absolute value binary code shifted one
position to the left with the sign bit added at the least significant bit. However, when the no
pre-processing option is used, the FAPEC coder requires that the input values are represented in
natural binary with the sign bit at the most significant bit (MSB). Fig. 5.7 shows the implementation
of the process of representation of the coefficients.
Figure 5.7: Implementation of the representation of the coefficients.
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Finally, we are prepared to encode all the coefficients using the FAPEC routine DoCompression
which is responsible for the process of coding and saving to the output buffer all the coded bits
(see chapter 3). The last remaining step is to save the output buffer to the output file to obtain
the desired compressed file as it is shown in Fig. 5.8.
Figure 5.8: Implementation of FAPEC encoding.
5.4 Decoding
The decoding process consists in undoing the encoding steps. First of all it is necessary to load the
compressed file to the input buffer using the file tools of FAPEC as shown in Fig. 5.9.
Figure 5.9: Implementation of the file loading procedure.
The next step of the decoding process is to recover the header and decode the DC and AC
coefficients. One by one, each element of the header is read in the same order as it was saved,
then stored in its corresponding variable, and finally all the coefficients are stored into the output
buffer with the FAPEC routine DoDecompression as displayed in Fig. 5.10. Note the use of
PixelBitDepth to determine the symbol size of FAPEC according to the CCSDS standard, which
states that a word length of PixelBitDepth+4 bits is adequate to store the coefficients before the
weighting factors are applied. It is also worth mentioning that, in order to store PixelBitDepth
using only four bits, when its value is 16 — the maximum value — it is represented by zero since
with four bits we can only achieve up to 15. The four last bits of the header are only read and are
not stored as they are filler bits.
Figure 5.10: Implementation of the header decoding.
Now that we have recovered the compressed coefficients it is necessary to undo the coefficient
representation to obtain their original values and recover the crown structure. To recover the
coefficient value when the pre-processing stage is used we need to obtain the sign bit from the least
significant bit and right-shift the representation to obtain the absolute value of the coefficient, thus
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recovering the entire transformed coefficient. However, when no pre-processing stage is used (which
will be the typical case), the sign bit is recovered from the most significant bit and the rest of bits
form the absolute value of the coefficient. Fig. 5.11 shows the implementation of the process of
recovery of the transformed coefficients and crown structure.
Figure 5.11: Implementation of the recovery of the value of the coefficients.
Once we have recovered the coefficients following the crown structure, all that remains before
applying the inverse DWT and saving to the output file is to rebuild the array BlockString, as
shown in Fig. 5.12. The resulting array contains the transformed coefficients arranged to form
blocks as described in Sect. 2.2.1.
Figure 5.12: BlockString recovery implementation.
Finally, we are prepared to inverse transform all the elements of BlockString using the inverse
DWT. The recovered coefficients represent all the image information that has to be saved to the
output file. Therefore, the last remaining step is to write, either using the standard writing function
for raw format or our writing function for FITS format, to the output file thus obtaining the
decompressed image.
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5.5 Lossy compression
In addition to the implementation of the lossless image data compression algorithm, we developed
a modified version of the lossy option since the CCSDS 122.0 lossy recommendation was not fully
available in the implementation used. The only functional part available was the float DWT which
is necessary as the first stage in the lossy option. After the float DWT has been applied, the
encoding process remains the same with the sole difference that only a reduced set of AC coefficients
is encoded instead of the entire set, hence resulting in a loss of quality. This way, only the AC
coefficients containing the most important information are coded. Depending on the loss level
or compression ratio desired, it is possible to select the number of sub-bands of the transformed
image to be removed in inverse order of relevance. That is, the grandchildren coefficients will be
the first to be removed, then the children coefficients and lastly the parent coefficients. It is worth
emphasizing that removing up to the parent coefficients implies a severe loss in the quality of the
image. For that reason we decided to remove only the grandchildren coefficients as a compromise
solution although it can be easily changed when necessary. Lastly, besides the use of the float
DWT, the only difference in the decoding process for the lossy implementation is the need to set
to zero all the removed coefficients to be able to recover a visible image.
5.6 Compression and decompression options
Fig. 5.13 describes the usage and options of the DWTFAPEC compressor and decompressor.
Figure 5.13: DWTFAPEC usage and options.
It is important to remark that in order to achieve the best results when using FAPEC, the block
length parameter should be selected as a divisor of the total number of blocks of an image near the
recommended 384 samples. This way, all the DC coefficients will fit in an integer number of FAPEC
blocks avoiding DC and AC coefficients mixed in a block, thus allowing a better performance.
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Image Optimal block length
campo estelar little 361
com0001 147
disco acrecion 169
for0001 208
for0002 117
fuente ruidosa 256
gal0001 252
gal0002 297
gal0003 125
gal0004 125
galaxia 361
nebuloso estelar 361
ngc0001 164
ngc0002 164
OMAHA 256
SENA 256
SENSIN 256
sgp0001 240
sgp0002 240
simu7135 tr1 SM1 6 191
SINAN 256
suelo 1 185
suelo 2 256
tuc0003 53
tuc0004 53
Table 5.1: FAPEC optimal block lengths.
Table 5.1 presents the optimal block length for every image of the corpus. Nevertheless, the default
block length is still capable of achieving very good ratios.
Chapter 6
Results
In this chapter, global results for the compressor developed in this work and described in the previous
chapter are presented and compared to the current CCSDS data and image compression standards.
We also perform the same comparison when the plain FAPEC data compressor is used. This final
assessment will be achieved by testing the systems with real image data from the compression
corpus presented in Appendix D. The first section covers a comparison of compression ratios
achieved with the different compressors while in the second section a comparison of compression
times is presented. In addition, the first section also includes an assessment of image quality loss
when lossy compression is used.
6.1 Compression ratios
The main goal of this work was to achieve good image compression ratios with DWTFAPEC.
Table 6.1 shows the compression ratios of the coders presented in chapters 2, 3 and 5. All the
compression ratios presented have been computed considering all the information processed and
compressed by the coder, that is, the ratio between the original file size and the compressed file size.
The table includes the best compression ratios achieved by each of the compression algorithms which
in order are FAPEC, CCSDS 121.0 standard, CCSDS 122.0 standard, DWTFAPEC (indicated as
D-F) using the no pre-processing option, Lossy DWTFAPEC (indicated as L D-F) using the same
option, and finally the Lossy 122.0 standard (indicated as L 122.0). In order to provide a general
view on each coder performance, table 6.2 shows the global compression ratio (total corpus size/total
compressed corpus size) for each coder. It is important to notice that there are three images
(disco acrecion, fuente ruidosa and nebuloso estelar) with very high compression ratios and
that can be safely classified as outliers due to the mostly uniform data of the images, which are
rather smooth when visualizing them. There are also two specific cases (campo estelar little
and galaxia) where the plain FAPEC compressor is able to offer significantly higher ratios than
CCSDS 121.0, CCSDS 122.0 or even DWTFAPEC, which can be explained by its ability to deal
with large fractions of outliers in the data. In these two cases, the DWT stage may have changed
the sequence of values in a way that even the FAPEC stage of DWTFAPEC cannot handle. These
two peculiar cases should be investigated further in future work, but here we will focus on the
results obtained using DWT.
6.1.1 Lossless compression
The first conclusion that can be extracted from these tables is that, in all cases, the solution
proposed here is able to achieve compression ratios very similar to the ones obtained using the
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Image Compression ratio
FAPEC 121.0 122.0 D-F L D-F L 122.0
campo estelar little 2.543 1.117 1.896 1.873 6.703 6.173
com0001 1.986 1.990 2.078 2.034 7.688 7.261
disco acrecion 1.053 0.993 23.558 13.763 42.044 48.100
for0001 3.069 3.075 3.264 3.209 8.977 8.928
for0002 3.942 4.018 4.760 4.669 10.817 10.781
fuente ruidosa 1.148 1.012 18.738 11.082 39.208 51.204
gal0001 2.639 2.615 2.824 2.815 10.387 9.715
gal0002 2.188 2.202 2.373 2.350 7.915 7.560
gal0003 1.578 1.640 4.011 3.963 13.940 13.444
gal0004 1.578 1.640 3.929 3.865 13.778 13.307
galaxia 2.525 1.131 1.923 1.900 6.594 6.109
nebuloso estelar 1.623 1.015 18.779 10.372 28.471 40.996
ngc0001 1.824 1.777 1.752 1.692 5.224 4.877
ngc0002 2.538 2.520 2.567 2.437 6.790 6.459
OMAHA 1.170 1.158 1.195 1.172 3.858 3.593
SENA 1.972 2.112 2.240 2.137 5.732 5.761
SENSIN 1.683 1.779 2.083 1.969 4.954 5.013
sgp0001 1.143 1.168 3.712 3.619 10.611 10.700
sgp0002 1.143 1.168 4.580 4.421 12.512 12.806
simu7135 tr1 SM1 6 3.553 3.461 3.645 3.562 11.951 11.901
SINAN 1.712 1.822 2.197 2.086 5.096 5.219
suelo 1 1.374 1.384 1.470 1.459 4.578 4.261
suelo 2 1.832 1.917 2.012 1.992 6.287 6.219
tuc0003 2.921 2.927 3.301 3.148 8.158 8.047
tuc0004 3.085 3.085 3.421 3.279 8.455 8.245
Table 6.1: Final compression ratios.
FAPEC 121.0 122.0 D-F L D-F L 122.0
Global ratio 1.71 1.73 2.10 2.07 6.56 6.36
% -18.63 -17.86 0.00 -1.43 212.40 202.84
Table 6.2: Final global compression ratios.
CCSDS 122.0 standard with only an average decrease of 1.43%. It is rather obvious that the use of
the no pre-processing option in DWTFAPEC has largely improved its performance exploiting the
entropy results presented in chapter 4. Nevertheless, the 122.0 standard in its lossless variant is a
very well designed image compressor which squeezes the Rice coder to its maximum performance
making difficult to surpass it. However, it is clear that we have been able to implement a very
good image compressor that rivals the CCSDS one. These tables also show that both the FAPEC
coder and the CCSDS 121.0 standard have similar performances that are considerably bested by
the image compressors. This was an expected result, since both the CCSDS 122.0 standard and
DWTFAPEC are compressors specifically designed to compress images.
6.1.2 Lossy compression
In the case of lossy compression, it was expected a large improvement of the achieved compression
ratios due to the loss of image quality. Indeed, as can be seen in tables 6.1 and 6.2, both lossy
compressors are able to triple the ratios of the lossless versions — using the losses level described
in the previous chapter, that is, removing the grandchildren coefficients. Additionally, in almost all
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the cases the lossy DWTFAPEC coder works better than the 122.0 lossy standard — on average a
3.14%. Again, it can be explained by the ability of FAPEC to deal with outliers: by removing
the grandchildren coefficients we just leave those with a higher entropy level and outliers — and
that is where FAPEC performs better than Rice. Even in those cases where the CCSDS standard
delivers better compression ratios, the differences are small, with the only exception of the three
outliers mentioned before that are very particular cases where the Rice coder works exceptionally
well, although DWTFAPEC also offers remarkable results. Figs. 6.1 and 6.2 illustrate the image
quality loss for lossy recovered galaxia.fits image. These figures show that indeed the solution
developed here works well. In particular, we conclude that the effect of eliminating grandchildren
coefficients (see Fig. 2.5) is hardly appreciable. This is a remarkable result since we are able to
triple the lossless compression ratio using lossy compression with a very small losses of quality.
Additionally, as we can easily change the level of loss by modifying the number of coefficients that
are removed, we are able to control the compression ratio depending on our needs.
Figure 6.1: Original galaxia.fits.
Figure 6.2: Lossy recovered galaxia.fits.
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6.2 Compression times
The second important goal of the work presented here was to obtain efficient compression times.
Table 6.3 shows the compression times of the coders presented in chapters 2 and 5 — namely
the CCSDS 122.0 standard, DWTFAPEC (D-F), Lossy DWTFAPEC (L D-F) and Lossy 122.0
standard (L 122.0). In addition, to provide a general view of the computational performance of
each coder, table 6.4 presents the global compression times normalized to that resulting when the
the CCSDS 122.0 standard is used.
Image Compression time (µs)
122.0 D-F L 122.0 L D-F
campo estelar little 29764 24122 15690 12066
com0001 77992 61108 41515 27831
disco acrecion 1126 4648 976 4511
for0001 39798 35928 23385 17550
for0002 30046 34329 19612 17533
fuente ruidosa 117702 195881 93157 108402
gal0001 40153 37141 20682 18023
gal0002 32346 28459 17317 13282
gal0003 221693 226465 130442 113346
gal0004 222973 227101 128990 111858
galaxia 30400 24556 15834 12112
nebuloso estelar 9255 17876 6335 9984
ngc0001 64418 42020 36755 19440
ngc0002 52806 39139 29371 19009
OMAHA 19145 12492 9787 5437
SENA 13556 10246 8538 5008
SENSIN 13614 10600 8414 4649
sgp0001 24322 24771 13821 12524
sgp0002 20711 24742 11939 12717
simu7135 tr1 SM1 6 369650 346987 210191 169777
SINAN 13730 10657 8850 5397
suelo 1 3148893 2365993 1853756 1270904
suelo 2 6411780 5470245 3928659 3001200
tuc0003 27401 25542 16726 12855
tuc0004 28057 24753 15875 12562
Table 6.3: Final compression times
122.0 D-F L 122.0 L D-F
Global time 11061331 9325801 6666617 5017977
% 0.00 -15.69 -39.73 -54.63
Table 6.4: Final global compression times
Clearly, in almost all the cases, both lossless and lossy DWTFAPEC require less processing time
than the CCSDS 122.0 standard. When lossless compression is used, there is a remarkable average
decrease of 15.69% in the time needed to compress using DWTFAPEC with respect to the CCSDS
122.0 standard. On the other hand, when lossy compression is used, a yet more remarkable average
decrease of 24.73% in the compression time is achieved using our compressor when compared to
the standard. These extraordinary results, together with the results obtained for the compression
ratio, prove that DWTFAPEC is a very good image compressor that is able to achieve similar
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(lossless) or even higher (lossy) compression ratios with lower processing times than the ones of the
CCSDS 122.0 standard.

Chapter 7
Conclusions
7.1 Conclusions
In this work we have proved that FAPEC can be efficiently used as the encoding stage of an image
data compression system such as the CCSDS 122.0 standard. The compression solution developed
(DWTFAPEC) has proven to be a better option than the CCSDS 122.0 standard when it comes to
lossy image compression, whereas in the case of lossless compression the results are very similar.
One of the key factors that made possible this project is that every coder used in it was studied
and analyzed in detail before any implementation was done, and all the possible options were
taken into account before making a choice. This allowed us to design a system that was simple
and balanced, and to build it with the right tools from the start.
The tests that were performed with the DWTFAPEC implementation clearly demonstrate that
the FAPEC coder outperforms the Rice coder used in the standard when it comes to compression
time. The compression ratios are equivalent for both coders — although the CCSDS 122.0
performs stlightly better when lossless compression is adopted, and considerably better with the
FAPEC coder when lossy compression is required. Nevertheless, when lossless compression is used,
the key result here is that the new DWTFAPEC image data compressor provides outstanding
compression ratios with respect to the generic lossless compression solutions studied (CCSDS 121.0
and FAPEC), although in two interesting cases the generic FAPEC compressor still beats the
DWT-based solutions.
Although it was not a goal of this work, the FITS format reading and writing routines turned out
to be an important feature of the DWTFAPEC implementation since they allowed maintaining
the pixel structure that corresponds to this image format, thus providing a large performance
enhancement over the raw format that was necessary to use when the CCSDS 122.0 standard
was employed. In addition, the implemented crown structure to organize the coefficients to be
encoded (and decoded) allows a significant correlation improvement in the coefficients, that was
conveniently exploited in the compression stage. Moreover, the front-end of DWTFAPEC, where
the user specifies the coding or decoding options, was kept as simple as possible with only a few
mandatory options.
Summarizing, we have implemented and successfully tested a complete solution for image data
compression, with selectable lossless/lossy operation. The resulting DWTFAPEC image compressor
has been explored with satisfactory results. It is a fast, simple and robust entropy coder which
is capable of reading and writing FITS images in addition of raw images and yields excellent
compression ratios in almost any situation with very small requirements of processing resources.
All this proves the feasibility of using the FAPEC coder in image compression.
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7.2 Forthcoming work
During the execution of this work several interesting research lines have been uncovered. Un-
fortunately, these lines are considerably beyond the scope and out of the extent of the current
work. Accordingly, we enumerate them here, as they might be part of future essays. The most
straightforward one consists in further developing the lossy image compressor which is still in an
early development stage. Although it already yields outstanding results, some improvements might
be done. For instance, instead of removing coefficients it could be done some right shifts, thus
avoiding the loss of the complete coefficient set and reducing the image quality loss. With this,
we could also implement the option to define by the user the loss level. Finally, the loss level
should be quantitatively evaluated by means of PSNR or similar. A second interesting future line
of developement would be to expand the current implementation because it only supports up to
16-bits codewords. Thus, future versions should be able to use larger sizes, up to 64-bits codewords,
internally using interleaving if necessary. Additionally, the capability of using multi-component
images (that is, color images) should be implemented to increase the applicability of DWTFAPEC.
Finally, further testing of inter-block correlation should be carried out to analyze a possible entropy
reduction before the FAPEC coder is applied in order to increase even further the compression
ratios, specially in the lossless version.
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Appendix A
Segment header parts
The following figures illustrate the different parts of the segment header of the CCSDS 122.0
standard.
Figure A.1: Segment header part 1
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Figure A.2: Segment header part 2
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Figure A.3: Segment header part 3
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Figure A.4: Segment header part 4
Appendix B
DC coefficient quantization
The quantization of DC coefficients performed in the coding step of CCSDS 122.0 standard is
determined by the dynamic range of the AC and DC coefficients in a segment. It is identified with
the integer parameter q′, defined according to table B.1.
Table B.1: DC Coefficient Quantization
Then, the DC quantization factor q is defined as: q = max(q′, BitShift(LL3)). Next, given a
sequence of DC coefficients {cm : m = 0, ..., S − 1} in a segment, the BPE computes quantized
coefficients c′m = bcm/2qc.
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Appendix C
Description of the Bit Plane
Coding
In the CCSDS 122.0 recommendation, the coding of a bit plane is performed in stages which are
numbered from 0 to 4. The coded bits produced at the stages for each block are interleaved. Thus,
a coded bit plane first consists of all the bits of stage 0 (if any) in the segment, then all those of
stage 1, and so on, finishing with all the bits in the segment encoded in stage 4. This produces an
embedded bit string with information from the highest bit plane of all S blocks in the first part
of the output string of bits followed by information from lower bit planes, and allows progressive
decoding of the coded string. Note that when the index b of the bit plane being coded is larger
than or equal to the AC bit depth of the block, then there is nothing to code for the block. The
coding stages for a block at bit plane b are described in the following paragraphs.
Stage 0 consists of at most a single bit, which is simply the bth most significant bit of the two’s-
complement representation of the DC coefficient. Note that whenever the bit plane index b satisfies
b ≥ q, this bit value is already known from the information of the DC coefficient already encoded,
and in this case, stage 0 is empty, i.e., no bits are coded in stage 0. Stage 0 is also empty when
scaling of the DC coefficient assures that the bit must be zero, i.e., when b < BitShift(LL3). The
remaining stages (1–4) encode the bits of the AC coefficients. The stage in which bits from AC
coefficients in a bit plane are coded depends on the type of the AC coefficient at the bit plane,
which we now define. At bit plane b, the type of an AC coefficient x, denoted tb(x), has one of the
following values:
• tb(x) = 0 if |x| < 2b (x is not due for selection at this bit plane).
• tb(x) = 1 if 2b ≤ |x| < 2b+1 (x is due for selection at this bit plane).
• tb(x) = 2 if 2b+1 ≤ |x| (x has already been selected at a previous bit plane).
• tb(x) = −1 if b < BitShift(Γ) (x must be zero at this bit plane due to sub-band scaling).
Here, Γ denotes the sub-band containing x. Thus, during bit-plane encoding, each AC coefficient
typically proceeds from type 0, to 1, to 2, to −1. For a set of coefficients Ψ, we define tmax(Ψ)
as the maximum of the coefficient types in Ψ. An AC coefficient x is said to be selected at bit
plane b if tb(x) = 1. That is, the “selection” of a coefficient marks the first bit plane where a
non-zero magnitude bit is encoded for the coefficient. The type of a coefficient determines the stage
when coding of a coefficient bit takes place. When an AC coefficient x is of type 0 or 1 (implying
tb+1(x) = 0), the b
th most significant magnitude bit of x is coded in stages 1–3. Otherwise, the bit
is included, uncompressed, in stage 4 if x is of type 2, or not encoded at all when x is of type −1.
In stages 1-3 of BPE encoding bit plane b, the bth magnitude bit of each AC coefficient x such that
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tb+1(x) = 0 is encoded. The b
th magnitude bits of the parent coefficients are coded in stage 1, the
children in stage 2, and the grandchildren in stage 3. Each of these stages also includes coded bits
indicating the sign of each coefficient x for which tb(x) = 1. The coding in stages 1–3 makes use
of the family structure to group together AC coefficients for entropy coding. Stage 4 of coding
consists of the bth magnitude bit of each AC coefficient x with tb(x) = 2. These bits are included
in the coded data stream uncompressed.
Coding stages 1–3
In addition to the sets Ci, Gi, Hij , defined in 2.2.1, P is defined as the list of parents in the block:
P = {p0, p1, p2}. The list of descendants in family i is defined as Di = {Ci, Gi} and the list of
descendants in a block is defined as B = {D0, D1, D2}, where {A,B} denotes the concatenation of
the lists A and B.
A shorthand notation for certain binary words that decribe information about bit plane b for a list
of coefficients Ψ is defined as follows:
• Let typesb[Ψ] denote the binary word consisting of the bth magnitude bit of each coefficient
x in Ψ such that tb(x) equals 0 or 1.
• Let signsb[Ψ] denote the binary word consisting of the sign bit of each coefficient x in Ψ
such that tb(x) = 1, with a sign bit of “1” for negative coefficients and “0” for nonnegative
coefficients.
• Given a list of type values Λ = {λ0, λ1, ..., λl}, let tword[Λ] denote the binary word consisting
of the sequence of type values λi in Λ that are equal to 0 or 1.
The bth magnitude bits for all AC coefficients that are type 0 at bit plane b+ 1 (i.e., not selected
before the current bit plane) are communicated to the decoder by joining them to form binary words
associated with each data type (parent, child, grandchild): typesb[P ]; typesb[Ci] for i = 0, 1, 2;
and typesb[Hij ] for i = 0, 1, 2 and j = 0, 1, 2, 3. At early bit planes, many sets of coefficients in a
block tend to all be of type 0, and thus many of these words are initially all zeros. To effectively
encode in this situation, the BPE makes use of the following transition words to indicate when
groups of coefficients at a lower depth are all type 0:
• tranB =
{
null if tranB = 1 at any more significant bit plane
tword[{tmax(B)}] otherwise
• tranD = tword[tmax(Di): i = 0, 1, 2, such that tmax(Di) 6= 1 in all more significant bit
planes]
• tranG = tword[tmax(Gi): i = 0, 1, 2, such that tmax(Di) > 0 in current or any more significant
bit planes]
• tranHi = tword[{tmax(Hi0), tmax(Hi1), tmax(Hi2), tmax(Hi3)}] for i = 0, 1, 2
At bit plane b, the BPE uses the following sequence of words, generated in three stages, to update
all of the AC coefficients in the block that were type 0 at the previous bit plane:
(a) Stage 1 (parents):
typesb[P ], signsb[P ].
(b) Stage 2 (children):
(a) tranB ;
(b) tranD, if tranB 6= 0 and tmax(B) 6= −1.
(c) typesb[Ci] and signsb[Ci] for each i such that tmax(Di) 6= 0,−1.
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(c) Stage 3 (grandchildren): if tranB = 0 or tmax(B) = −1, then stage 3 is unnecessary and is
omitted. Otherwise stage 3 consists of:
(a) tranG.
(b) tranHi , for each i such that tmax(Gi) 6= 0,−1.
(c) typesb[Hij ] and signsb[Hij ] for each i such that tmax(Gi) 6= 0,−1 and each j such that
tmax(Hij) 6= 0,−1.
Words typesb[P ], typesb[Ci], typesb[Hij ], tranD, tranG, tranHi are entropy coded. The entropy
coding procedure used to encode these words is accomplished through the use of variable-length
codes. Words having a length of one bit, and sign-bit words, are included in the compressed data
stream without further coding. Table C.1 summarizes the maximum word lengths and impossible
values for each word that is entropy coded.
Word Maximum Length (bits) Impossible Value
typesb[P ] 3 —
typesb[Ci] 4 —
typesb[Hij ] 4 0000
tranD 3 000
tranG 3 —
tranHi 4 0000
Table C.1: Summary of maximum word lengths and impossible word values.
The process of variable-length coding of these words follows a two-step process. The word values
are mapped to integer values referred to as symbols using tables C.2, C.3 or C.4 depending on the
word length. Each symbol is encoded using a variable-length binary codeword. Within a gaggle
(16 blocks), all two-bit words are encoded using one of the two code options given in table C.5, all
three-bit words are encoded using one of the three code options given in table C.6 and all four-bit
words are encoded using one of the four code options given in table C.7.
For each word size within a gaggle (i.e., two-bit, three-bit, and four-bit words), the code option
selected is the one that minimizes the encoded length of the gaggle when all of the words are coded.
The uncoded option shall be selected whenever it minimizes the number of encoded bits, even
if another option gives the same number of bits. When two or more code parameters minimize
the number of encoded bits, the smallest code parameter option shall be selected. The code
optimizations of the parameter are performed over all of the words in the gaggle and the code
option selected is indicated using ID bits that take on the values given in table C.8. The ID bits
for specifying coding options for words of a given length are inserted immediately preceding the
first appearance of a codeword for a given length within a gaggle. When no word of the given
length occurs in a gaggle, no ID bits are inserted.
Table C.2: Integer mapping for two-bit words.
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Table C.3: Integer mapping for three-bit words.
Table C.4: Integer mapping for four-bit words.
Table C.5: Variable length code options for two-bit words.
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Table C.6: Variable length code options for three-bit words.
Table C.7: Variable length code options for four-bit words.
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# of bits for
mapped pat-
terns
# of ID bits ID and associated code
option
2 1
0: code option 0
1: uncoded
3 2
00: code option 0
01: code option 1
11: uncoded
4 2
00: code option 0
01: code option 1
10: code option 2
11: uncoded
Table C.8: Identifying the variable length code options.
Stage 4 coding
In stage 4 of coding, the bth magnitude bit of each AC coefficient x with type tb(x) = 2 is included
in the output bit stream in the following order:
• pi, for each i = 0, 1, 2
• Members of Ci, for each i = 0, 1, 2
• Members of Hij , for each i = 0, 1, 2, and each j = 0, 1, 2, 3
Members of the sets Ci and Hij are processed in the order listed in table 2.2. The resulting strings
for all blocks in the segment are concatenated to produce the entire stage 4 output string for the
segment.
Appendix D
Image data compression corpus
Figure D.1: campo estelar little.fits, 180 KB, 16 bits/pixel and 300×300 resolution.
Figure D.2: com0001.fits, 492 KB, 16 bits/pixel and 500×500 resolution.
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Figure D.3: disco acrecion.fits, 22.5 KB, 16 bits/pixel and 100×100 resolution.
Figure D.4: Left: for0001.fits, 309 KB, 16 bits/pixel and 305×512 resolution. Right:
for0002.fits, 300 KB, 16 bits/pixel and 305×497 resolution.
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Figure D.5: fuente ruidosa.fits, 2 MB, 16 bits/pixel and 1024×1024 resolution.
Figure D.6: Left: gal0001.fits, 317 KB, 16 bits/pixel and 320×503 resolution. Right:
gal0002.fits, 225 KB, 16 bits/pixel and 264×427 resolution.
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Figure D.7: gal0003.fits, 1,91 MB, 16 bits/pixel and 1000×1000 resolution.
Figure D.8: gal0004.fits, 1.91 MB, 16 bits/pixel and 1000×1000 resolution.
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Figure D.9: galaxia.fits, 180 KB, 16 bits/pixel and 300×300 resolution.
Figure D.10: nebuloso estelar.fits, 180 KB, 16 bits/pixel and 300×300 resolution.
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Figure D.11: Left: ngc0001.fits, 323 KB, 16 bits/pixel and 321×507 resolution. Right:
ngc0002.fits, 323 KB, 16 bits/pixel and 322×508 resolution.
Figure D.12: omaha.img, 64 KB, 8 bits/pixel and 256×256 resolution.
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Figure D.13: Left: sena.img, 64 KB, 8 bits/pixel and 256×256 resolution. Right: sensin.img,
64 KB, 8 bits/pixel and 256×256 resolution.
Figure D.14: Left: sgp0001.fits, 205 KB, 16 bits/pixel and 234×441 resolution. Right:
sgp0002.fits, 205 KB, 16 bits/pixel and 234×441 resolution.
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Figure D.15: simu7135 tr1 SM1 6.fits, 2.86 MB, 16 bits/pixel and 1526×983 resolution.
Figure D.16: sinan.img, 64 KB, 8 bits/pixel and 256×256 resolution.
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Figure D.17: suelo 1.raw, 10.5 MB, 8 bits/pixel and 3732×2958 resolution.
Figure D.18: suelo 2.raw, 25 MB, 8 bits/pixel and 5120×5120 resolution.
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Figure D.19: tuc0003.fits, 205 KB, 16 bits/pixel and 420×246 resolution.
Figure D.20: tuc0004.fits, 205 KB, 16 bits/pixel and 420×246 resolution.
